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REVIEWER No. 1
Major comments
1.On coupled vs decoupled, lead vs sea ice: By reading the title only, I would expect the authors
are referring this asymmetry to cloud properties observed with and without upwind sea ice
leads. Yet, the abstract and the main results are instead focusing on cloud comparisons under
coupled versus decoupled scenarios. So I wonder are the authors trying to emphasize the
asymmetries of cloud property differences between coupled and decoupled cases when lead
fraction is small (<0.02) versus large (>0.02)? It might be helpful to clarify this in the title and
main text in the first place.

Reply: Thank you for the observations. We want to emphasize the fact that cloud observationsabove the RV Polarstern cannot directly be associated to sea ice leads observed afar from theRV Polarstern, but rather by means of using a mechanism to link these two observables. Thismechanism is proposed in the manuscript to be the water vapour transport (WVT). We do agreethat the title does not reflect this idea, therefore we changed the title to “Asymmetries in cloudmicrophysical properties ascribed to sea ice leads via water vapour transport in the centralArctic”.
2. If the above-stated is the case, a follow-up question emerges. I see the value to sample the
cases based on surface coupling state, and most often clouds are coupled with the surface
when leads are present (also evidenced by Fig.8). There might be abnormal cases (e.g., when
clouds are surface-coupled even with the absence of leads and vice versa), but I would expect
these should rarely happen. Based on Table 3, it seems that the authors do detect such cases
and the surface-coupled cases are in fact quite often (up to 64%) when lead fraction is less than
0.02, which I would take it as sea ice scenario considering (a) the uncertainty in the divergence-
based lead fraction product and (b) the focused area (i.e., a conical sector centered at RVPolarstern and extended up to 50 km radius and angular span of 5 degrees) is relatively small
and so is the actual lead area. In other words, I am worried about the reliability of the method
used to detect coupled case when lead fraction is quite small (for example less than 0.02 in this
study). This is somewhat exhibited by looking at the example case (Fig. 6c): the maximum
𝛻WVT (~9 g/m2/s) detected near the surface is not very distinguishable as there is a second
maximum (~8 g/m2/s) right above it at ~ 1.5 km high. In addition, how far the detected leads
relative to the cloud observation site might be another factor influencing the surface-coupling
state detection.
With that said, I wonder can the authors provide some convincing evidence to demonstrate the
coupled case when leads are almost absent and explain why? If the above-stated (i.e.,
emphasize the asymmetries of cloud property differences between coupled and decoupled
cases when lead fraction is small (<0.02) versus large (>0.02)) is not the case, given the
uncertainty in coupling state detection, I don’t see the necessity to divide the samples into
coupled versus decoupled cases when lead fraction < 0.02, such as the results in Figure 9.
Figures like 8 or 11 showing the entire range of lead fraction tell a nice story.

Reply: We generally refer to cloud coupling to the WVT which is related to the presence of
upwind sea ice leads, in other words, the coupling concept used in the manuscript encompass
the sea ice lead-WVT-cloud system. We did that because sea ice leads are not generally
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present just below the observed cloud and because about only 6.5% of cases show a cloud
surface coupling in the classical sense, this is due to the persistent intermittent boundary layer
near surface level which serves as decoupling agent between the surface and the cloud above
(as illustrated in Fig. 4).
It is true that coupling case happens even though no sea ice leads are observed, this is not
generally abnormal since it happens due to: 1. WVT exist and it is either weak or comes from a
location further away than 50 km, 2. There is in fact a sea ice lead but it is outside our
considered range i.e. 50km radius centered at RV Polarstern. The latter implies that clouds will
be classified as coupled (because is interacting with WVT) but will also be classified to cases
with LF<0.02. That is why the reviewer noticed (point (b) in the comment) based on the Table 3.
Regarding the reviewer comment point (a), in fact the methods used in the study to detect sea
ice leads have limitations and it can produce under- or over-estimation of sea ice openings. We
found the Sentinel 1A divergence product for LF the best product for this study because of its
higher resolution and its ability to only detect leads when they open, avoiding therefore the
consideration of newly frozen leads which has been argued to serve as a dissipation
mechanism for low level clouds (Li et al., 2020). Furthermore, as explained in the methodology,
we intentionally use the vertical gradient of the WVT to find its maximum and hence the wind
direction at that altitude. This is done in order to stress the WVT at lower altitudes under the
hypothesis that this WVT is more likely to be interacted with leads within the 50km range. WVT
maximums located at higher altitudes can happen and can be weaker in magnitude, this still can
be due to leads further away from the 50km, but clouds above RV Polarstern are either
classified as decoupled (because WVT maximum is at higher altitude) or classified as coupled
but with LF<0.02. This is why we separate the statistical analysis between coupled/decoupled
cases and LF<0.02 and LF>0.02. Unfortunately, with the current available observations, we
cannot determine how far the WVT filament extends, so that only WVT originated within the
50km can be considered. Back-trajectories analysis show that during MOSAiC the air masses
have origins far from the Artic circle (Silber & Shupe, 2022) that is why in our manuscript we
state that the WVT does not exclusively originate from the sea ice leads but rather that the sea
ice lead release of latent and sensible heat interact with the WVT and this serves as conveyor
belt to transport the energy (and eventually sea spray as aerosol sources from leads) toward
the cloud observed above RV Polarstern.
Furthermore, we separate the coupling state when LF<0.02 to have an insight on the situation
where WVT is present and leads can be located at ranges further than 50km. For instance,
when the probability distribution function (PDF) - of a certain cloud property - shows basically
the similar shape for coupled cases with LF<0.02 and LF>0.02, it means there might be still
leads located further away which produce similar PDF e.g. same PDF maximum location but
less frequent. On the contrary, for coupled cases and with LF>0.02, the PDFs are different from
the decoupled ones (e.g. multiple peaks versus mono-modal distributions) is an indication that
the leads-WVT-cloud coupling system is separating the observations into two distinguishable
distributions.
Minor comments
1. L10-11. “cloud-driven layer extending above the cloud top and below the cloud base,
respectively”

Reply: Thank you, the abstract has been simplified and corrected.
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2. L11-13: These are very detailed information on data, should be put in Method or elsewhere
instead of Abstract.

Reply: We do agree with the reviewer observation. The abstract has been simplified.
3. L16: The comparison between coupled and decoupled clouds are not clear. Readers might
think the decoupled clouds are also low-level clouds but only thinner than that coupled ones.
Please rephrase it.Reply: It has been rephrased as “Clouds coupled to WVT are found to have mostly lower cloudbase and larger thickness than decoupled clouds”.
4. L73-74: Sect. 4, 4.1 and Sect. 4, 4.2 are misleading. Suggestion either using Section 4.1 and
Section 4.2 or just merger them into one. Also, fully spell all “Sect.” in the text to avoid confusion
with other short names.Reply: Thank you for the suggestion. We changed to Section although Sect. seems to be therequirement of the journal specifications.
5. L147: provide -> providedReply: This has been corrected, Thanks.
6. L168-169: Spell out “CO” and other places appropriate; there are already too many acronyms
which reduce the readability of the paper. You want the readers to remember the most
important ones, like LF. Plus, “co” also represents coupled in the paper.Reply: We do agree with the observation by the reviewer, we did take out the acronym CO fromwhole manuscript.
7. L175: “,” -> “.”Reply: Corrected.
8. L180: are of having- > are havingReply: This has been corrected.
9. Table 2: Table caption should appear above the associated table.Reply: The caption of all tables have been placed above.
10. L269: downwind -> upwindReply: Thank you for noticing this mistake, it has been corrected.
11. L273: of below cloud base’s -> or below cloud base’s
Reply: Thank you, it has been corrected.
12. L277: to be take place-> to take placeReply: Thank you, it has also been corrected.
13. L310: Fig. 5 -> Fig.7
Reply: Thank you, it has been corrected.
14. L327: missed a comma before relationships
Reply: Thank you, it has been corrected.
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15. L328-331: These details on method should be better to put in the caption instead of the
main text to make the manuscript more concise and readable.Reply: The sentence has been simplified and the caption of Fig. 8 is better described.
16. Legend in Fig.8: the circle and triangle filled with color is unnecessary and misleading.
Suggest use unfilled ones.Reply: We apologize for the confusion. The intention was to also show the relationship withtemperature. Now in Fig. 8 the color coded symbols have been removed, but for consistency
purposes with the whole manuscript we keep the symbols colored as blue-circles and orange-
triangles for for coupled and decoupled cases, respectively.
17. L351: Grammarly incorrect sentence. Please rephrase.Reply: Thanks for point out this mistake, the grammar has been reviewed and the sentencecorrected: “The 18 November, 2019 case study encompasses a situation where the observedclouds have a well-defined correlation with LF situation up-wind, mainly due to the occurrence ofa single cloud layer.”.
18. L387: any evidence for the argument that temperature inversions are found above the cloud
base for those coupled case?Reply: Temperature inversions above cloud base have also been reported by (Sedlar et al.,2012) where they found the inversion not only can take place at cloud top height but also insidethe cloud. This is something we want to analyze better with our dataset, and determine whetherthere is any pattern on the thermodynamic structure of the cloud layer when separated by cloudcoupling. However this is not within the scope of the present manuscript.
19. L395: any girds with mixed-phase clouds? How these are considered in the calculation of
Eq(5).Reply: This is a good observation. Indeed, one reason for why we use the ice water fraction,instead of the commonly used fraction of number of pixels with mixed-phase clouds to the totalnumber of cloud pixels, is to consider the amount of water within the mixed-phase clouds intothe calculation of Eq. (5). When a grid cell is classified as mixed-phase by the Cloudnetalgorithm, then that grid cell has a value for ice and liquid water content. This is integrated alongthe cloud layer and therefore included in Eq. (5). If in our study we were to consider ice cloudoccurrence instead of water content, then mixed phase clouds would only contribute to thedenominator of Eq. (5).
20. L405: why choose based on temperature range?Reply: The reason is to be consistent with most of the scientific literature where cloud toptemperature at ranges from -40 to 0°C is used. This way we can also compare our findings withthe ones from other studies.
21. L455: Discussion, Besides summarizing and listing these observed results and comparing to
previous studies, one should say more about what these information can infer and provide
insights for the community. More discussion regarding this would benefit the readers.Reply: Thanks for the comment. In Discussion section after the summarizing the findings aparagraph has added to stress this point: “The findings presented here can be used asvaluable constrains to evaluate cloud microphysical parameterizations for the Arctic systemmodels. Since sea ice leads are not explicitly resolved in such models, lead-averaged surfaceheat flux, and its influence on clouds, is of considerable interest for the parameterization of
energy exchange (Gryschka et al., 2023). The different features of ice water fraction χice , as a
function of cloud top temperature, found for coupled and decoupled cloud cases are a result
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that deserves to be deeply investigated by validating it with long-term observations but also by abetter understanding the modelling of cloud microphysics that can lead to explain the findings.”
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REVIEWER No. 2
This manuscript presents the investigation of the relationship between sea ice lead fractions
and cloud micro- and macro-physics during the MOSAiC field campaign. The study is
constructed with an introductory case study followed by statistical analysis. The statistical
analyses show that the coupled cases are under the influence of enhanced water vapor
transport from the leads area, hence the enhanced moisture supplies contribute to the cloud
properties. I found the manuscript to be well constructed and logical in the narrative.
Nevertheless, I do have a few comments and suggestions listed below, which should be
considered and addressed before potential publication.
General Comment.
The statistical results seem to be based on the available cloudy samples regardless of the cloud
types. At least, the cloud type criteria are not clearly stated in the manuscript (i.e., in Fig. 1 and
D1, there are already two types of cloud systems: stratiform and convective). I am concerned
that the intrinsic differences in the microphysical processes of those different cloud systems
would impair or blur the robustness of the results, especially in the interpretation of the
comparisons between coupled/decoupled cases and different LF circumstances (i.e., the
discussions regarding Fig. 9 to Fig. 11). For instance, the differences in the LWP and IWP
between coupling and LF categories could potentially be more influenced by the cloud
thicknesses.
Reply: We understand the concern. For our analysis, in case of observations with multiple cloudlayers, we always consider the single cloud layer which is closest to the maximum of WVT. Ithappens, however, that for coupled cases that layer is commonly the lowest layer and fordecoupled clouds can be located higher up, that is the reason why we do not specificallyconsider only stratiform low level clouds. By doing so, some decoupled clouds could have beendismissed and we would have only analyzed coupled low level clouds but the idea of themethodology is to have a reference to compare the coupled clouds, i.e. using the decoupledclouds as a reference of cases without interaction with the sea ice leads. It is correct that casesas shown in D1 includes convective systems even though they are still considered one cloudlayer, but we found that by constraining the cloud thickness below 2.5km, the relationshipbetween LWP vs LF and SIC practically is preserved, whereas the relationship between IWP vsLF and SIC is considerable reduced. This is an indication that the presence of sea ice leadsmainly have an effect on the liquid fraction of the mixed-phase clouds e.g. liquid water content,liquid cloud base height.
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Figure 1 Same as in the manuscript Figure 11 but the symbols are the result of constraining the cloud topheight to cases below 2.5km to represent low level clouds.
I wonder if you have considered enhancing the robustness of the analysis in a more controlled
environment, e.g., confining the cloud selection to stratiform or convective clouds only. Please
give it some thought.
Reply: Thanks for the comment. This has been considered by carefully selecting the case studyfrom November 18th, 2019, to explain the methodology. In this case study two cloud systemswere present, first, a low stratiform cloud and later a convective deep precipitating cloud (Figure1 and 5 in manuscript). To highlight the effect introduced to our statistical analysis, wereproduced the manuscripts’s Figure 11 by only considering cloud top heights below 2.5km(Figure 1 in this document). The Figure 1 reveals the robust positive relationship between LWPand LF (r² =0.58, versus r²=0.63 for all cloud heights in manuscript Figure 11) is originatedmainly from the low level clouds. Regarding IWP, it can be seen that when cloud top height isconstrained to 2.5km clouds have values for IWP below 100 g m⁻² , with the coupled cases(blue circles) having systematically larger IWC than the decoupled cases (orange triangles).Therefore, we can conclude that the main source of higher ice water content are deepprecipitating systems rather than stratiform low level clouds.
Minor Comment.
L86. Please define HATPRO.
Reply: HATPRO stands for Humidity And Temperature PROfiler and it has been defined in Line86.
L109. ‘Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2)’
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Reply: Thank you. It has been corrected.
L184. Can you provide the precisions or the estimated errors for the Cloudnet retrievals,
referably, compared with the aircraft in-situ measurements?
Reply: Cloudnet retrieves ice water content (IWC) based on a relationship to reflectivity andtemperature (Hogan et al., 2006). Comparison with in-situ aircraft measurements shown a rootmean square error in retrieving IWC of around +50% to -33% for the temperature ranges from -20°C to -10°C. Whereas for temperatures below -40°C the error rises to +100% to -50%. Asstressed by (Hogan et al., 2006) these uncertainties are, however, large due to the smallsample volume of the aircraft probes. The main source of uncertainty comes from the radarreflectivity factor Ze. To have an insight into the effect of Ze uncertainty into the total ice water
path (IWP), we performed an estimation of the relative error for the IWP when the reflectivity ischanged by ±3, ±10 and ±20% of the original measured value. This results in changes on
retrieved IWP as shown in Figure 2 for the manuscript’s case study from November 18th 2019.It can be seen that by modifying the reflectivity by Ze +20% the relative error obtained in IWP
has a practically constant value of -12%, while for Ze -20%, IWP is slightly lower than 13% of
the original retrieved value. For the cases of ±10% and ±3% the retrieved IWP lays within a
constant margins of ±6.5% and ±1.9%, respectively, regardless of the absolute value for IWP.
Even though Figure 2 confirms the sensitivity of IWP on the reflectivity factor, it is realistic toassume that the uncertainty of radar reflectivity is within the ±3% of measured value, which
gives a solid ±2% of IWP uncertainty.

Figure 2 Top panel: November 18th, 2019 Cloudnet IWP retrieved from measured reflectivity with greyshadow area indicating the range of IWP retrieved when the reflectivity is modified within ±20%. Bottompanel, left y-axis: the IWP residuals (original - modified) for cases when Ze is modified by ±3 (green shading),±10 (orange shading), and ±20% (blue shading). Bottom panel, right y-axis: relative IWP error.
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Regarding the liquid water content (LWC), Cloudnet first classify the grids containing liquiddroplets and estimates the LWC profile based on the theoretical adiabatic LWC gradient fromcloud base. The adiabatic LWC is then scaled so that its integral matches the microwaveradiometer measurement of liquid water path (LWP). Therefore the main source of uncertainty isdue to the LWP retrieved from the microwave radiometer. A multi-frequency radiometer asHATPRO using a quadratic regression to retrieve LWP can have a root mean square error ofabout 15.4 g m⁻² (Hogan et al., 2006; Löhnert & Crewell, 2003). Based on a similar sensitivityexercise as for IWP, in we found that the retrieval error is covered by a variation of less than20% on the total LWP to be scaled by the adiabatic LWC approach. That gives us a confidencethat the LWP used in this work is within a 20% uncertainty.

Figure 3 Same as Figure 2 but for the LWP.
L264. According to Appendix A, do you mean 0.05 K2 here for estimating the sub-cloud mixing
layer right?
Reply: The text is correct, we used 0.01 K² for the estimation of the sub-cloud mixing layer.
L377. It seems that the liquid and ice effective radii shown here range from non-precipitating to
heavy-precipitating clouds, have you considered the aerosols (e.g., sea salts) advected along
the WVT pathway that served as CCN or INP and affect the cloud microphysics, and in turn,
bias the results?
Reply: We agree with the reviewer that this is certainty the case. Nevertheless there is neitherdirect nor remote sensing measurements of advected aerosols along the WVT path. DuringMOSAiC expedition aerosols and INP have been sampled at the RV Polarstern location(Creamean et al., 2022), showing that INP concentration are found to be persistent among themonths from October to April mainly between the range of temperatures from -25°C to -15°C
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(Creamean et al., 2022) , with large INP sampling during periods with high lead occurrence andwind speeds above 5 m s⁻¹. Therefore , as highlighted by (Creamean et al., 2022) the highfractional occurrence of ice in clouds below 3km (low-level clouds) in winter implies thatobserved small INPs could serve as important role in cloud ice formation. However due to thefact that the surface is predominantly frozen the local source of INPs is locally limited. Thus, it isplausible to support the hypothesis that leads play an important role as sources of sea spray bywindy conditions during the wintertime. We consider that the sea ice leads as sources of INPlike sea-spray can be advected along the WVT, and therefore included in our analysis as part ofthe coupled/decoupled classification. However, since no continues INP sampling has beenperformed we cannot separate our dataset based on INP concentration, but we agree that suchtype of analysis is an important source of information to narrow down the leads effects on cloudproperties.
L424. If, in the case of LF > 0.02, presumably implied in the aforementioned discussion, it
indicates more moisture supply to the cloud layer. How do you interpret the difference in the
χice dips (~ -20°C) of the decoupled cases, i.e., any ascribable relations between the increased
moisture supply and the heterogeneous freezing process? Similar questions can be asked for
the dips in ~ -30°C and -40°C.
Reply: This is an important concern about the finding presented in the manuscript. The revieweris right by interpreting that for LF>0.02 more moisture supply should be present, however for thedecoupled case it means that the cloud layer is not interacting with the moisture supply. Ourfinding on the χice asymmetry between coupled and decoupled, e.g. dips at -20°C, -30°C and -38°C, is certainly surprising. The dips on χice for decoupled cases can be interpreted as aconsequence of the cloud layer not being supplied by any moisture or nucleating particles whichcan be originated from leads. On the contrary the χice coupled cases (blue symbols) indicates acontinuous source of moisture and INPs from leads, therefore the mixed-phase clouds are likelyunstable the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen process favors the ice growth at the expense ofvapour deposition, the heterogeneous freezing process. (Danker et al., 2022) using CloudSat-
Calipso DARDAR product for clouds below 2.5km, have also reported the increase on
occurrence of mixed-phase and decrease of super cooled liquid clouds at temperatures around
-15°C, although they only consider cloud top temperatures up to -20°C. For similar dips on χiceat lower temperatures no other references have been found.
L442. Since it is mentioned here that the SIC and LF are not equivalent, it would be interesting
to show if there is any relationship between SIC and LF, i.e., a scatter plot of conical SIC vs. LF.
Reply: We mentioned that SIC and LF are not equivalent with the intention to stress that thoseare independent sea ice states estimates, with LF being more suitable to resolve smalldivergent leads (between two consecutive satellite overpasses) with a nominal resolution of 700m. Whereas SIC is a merged product from MODIS (thermal, 1km resolution) and AMSR2(microwave, 3.124 km resolution) more suitable to detect larger leads or partially frozen leads.In other words, a simple conversion of variable like SIC = 100*(1 – LF) is not applicable for ourcase. In Figure 4 is the scatter plot of the conical sector within 6° around the wind direction andcentered at the location of the RV Polarstern.
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Figure 4 Sea ice concentration (SIC) vs lead fraction (LF) from November 2019 to April 2020 as scatter plotfor the median (left panel) and the inter quantile region (IRQ) of the SIC vs. LF distribution within the conicalsector centered at the RV Polarstern (right panel).
L447. ‘...for IWP vs. LF’
Reply: Thank you for the correction.
L448. Do you mean ‘with only a fairly increase of IWP when SIC change from 100 to 97%’?
Reply: Yes, that is what we meant. Thank you for the observation, it has been corrected.
L559. ‘WVT’
Reply: Thanks, it has been corrected to WVT.
L614. In Table 3 the ratio of coupled to decoupled is ~6:4, while here states that the coupled
cases are 10 times more frequent than the decoupled cases when binned by water path. Can
you clarify?
Reply: Table 3 indicated the total cases. Figure D3 (a), separated the number of cases withinintervals of total water path, most of the points with total water path higher than 100 g m⁻² (darkgreen symbols) lay along the 10:1 red dashed-line, i.e. coupled cases occur about 10 timesmore often than decouple cases.
Figure 11. The first sentence of the caption conflicts with the subfigures. LWP plots should be
(a) and (b), while IWP plots should be (c) and (d). And can you clarify why the bars are
sometimes discrete within the same LF bin?
Reply: Thank you for pointing out the mistake. It is corrected to: “Top row, distribution of LWP asa function of observed LF (a) and SIC (b); bottom row, distribution of IWP as a functions of LF(c) and SIC (d)”.
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REVIEWER No. 3
The article "Asymmetries in winter cloud microphysical properties ascribed to sea ice leads in
the central Arctic" studies the impact of the presence of leads on cloud properties based on data
from the MOSAiC campaign. The authors efficiently use the synergy of different datasets to
constrain several parameters (coupled vs. decoupled cases, different lead fractions...). The
study highlights the importance of considering the leads to study the properties of Arctic clouds.
The dataset, the method and the analyses seem to be robust and the results are convincing.
The authors show some interesting results: For example, the lead fraction has an important
influence on the cloud thickness and on the ice water path. I have a few comments (see below)
that I would like the authors to consider, but the topic and content of the paper are within the
scope of the journal, so I recommend publication.
General comments:
1. I wonder if the authors looked at the effect of melt ponds or what they think about it.
Would it have a similar effect as the leads (maybe weaker effect)?
Reply: As reported by (Creamean et al., 2022), melt ponds occurrences coincide withhigh concentration of INPs sampled during the MOSAiC expedition. Therefore meltponds can be thought as sources of nucleating particles necessary for cloud formation.However, as also shown by (Creamean et al., 2022) in their Figure 2, the occurrence ofmelt ponds happens during the Arctic summer mainly after May, when air temperature isclose to zero or even slightly above 0°C, which makes melt ponds not very efficient assources of sensible heat. On the contrary sea ice leads are efficient sources of latentand sensible heat during winter where air temperatures ranged from -45°C to -10°C.This is one reason our manuscript focuses in the wintertime, so the effects be leads canbe stressed and better isolated from the cloud observations. This remarks are added tothe manuscript introduction in lines 57 to 64.

2. The authors use the Cloudnet dataset based on observations to retrieve cloud
properties. Like any observation, Cloudnet should have an error in the observations and
in the retrievals, but this is not shown here. I expect that this uncertainty should appear
in the results, or at least be discussed.
Reply: This is an important observation and a column in Table 2 has been added withthe uncertainties reported by the literature where retrievals are based on. Moreover, asensitivity study has been performed for cases where the radar reflectivity is modified by
±3, ±10, and ±20% of the original values and found that the final ice water path (IWP)
relative error ranges from ±1.9% to ±13%. See answer to reviewer 2 for detailed
explanation.

3. Methodology: The considered wind profile is measured at the RV Polarstern and not at
the leads. Therefore, I think Figure 4 is misleading, but I understand that it is considered
constant between the leads and RV Polarstern: How true is this hypothesis, have the
authors quantified the possible biases from a change in WVT along the way (between
the lead and Polarstern)?
Reply: Thank you for pointing out this, the manuscript’s Figure 4 has been modified toindicate the wind profile is measured at the RV Polarstern. In order to assess thehypothesis that the wind direction at maximum WVT gradient can be assumed constant
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within the 50km radius considered in the manuscript, we performed back-trajectoryanalysis using the Lagrangian back-trajectory tool Lagranto (Sprenger & Wernli, 2015) .The trajectory of WVT is tracked from the altitude where the wind direction is taken i.e.maximum gradient of WVT, this shows that the assumption is quite plausible since theback-trajectories show a considerable agreement with the assumed wind direction withinthe 50km radius. In Figure 1 is shown the back-trajectory for WVT (gray band) atdifferent times. Only between 18:00 UTC and 20:00 UTC it has been observed that theback-trajectory moves earlier towards west as compared with the wind direction showinga deviation between the conical sector (black lines) and the back-trajectory, which canbe explained by inaccuracies on the hourly ERA5 input for Lagranto. The animationshowing the back-trajectories for the entire day is added as supplementary material.

Figure 1 Sea ice lead fraction from November 18th, 2019. The two radial back lines encompass the conicalsector considered within 50km radius for the analysis based on the wind direction. The gray band indicatedthe WVT back-trajectory path using Lagranto, with the circles along the path indicating hourly backwardsteps of the trajectories.
4. Do the authors look at what types of clouds we are mainly looking at in the study? In
terms of mixed-phase clouds, are they mainly the typical mixed-phase clouds with
precipitating ice below a liquid layer, or are they more mixed?
Reply: Mixed-phase clouds are the dominant cloud type during Arctic winter andMOSAiC. In the analysis we are considering non-precipitating mixed-phase clouds aswell as clouds with precipitating ice below the liquid layer as it is shown in the case studyfrom November 18th, 2019. We are starting to do further research whether or not theamount of precipitating ice below the liquid layer has any correlation with the presence of
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sea ice leads, but for the current manuscript precipitating mixed-phase clouds are notseparated from the analysis.
5. Figure 7: From the plot, it appears that clouds are mixed phase in the coupled situations
and only ice in the decoupled situations. Is this always the case? Can the authors
comment on this? And the next question is: Could we use the presence of mixed phase
to detect coupled situations (or vice versa)? Could we use the presence of leads (and
coupled situations) to detect mixed phase clouds (or vice versa)?
Reply: Thanks for the question. The case shown in the manuscript’s Figure 7 can bemisleading in the sense that mixed-phase clouds can also be classified as decoupledsince the classification is based on the location of WVT relative to the cloud layer. Asshown in manuscript’s Figure 9 (a) and (d), decoupled mixed-phase clouds are alsopresent in the analysis. Regarding the second question: Although our results show thatcoupled mixed-phase clouds are more frequent, it is not feasible to identify those mixed-phase clouds directly as coupled since there are still a considerable amount ofdecoupled mixed-phase clouds with and without lead fraction. Based in our statisticalanalysis it can be infered that coupled mixed-phase clouds occur with a 63% frequencywhen LF>0.02, but we cannot detect the mixed-phase clouds only based on thepresence of leads.

6. I was wondering if the authors considered the effect of aerosols. Leads could be a
source of marine aerosols and therefore affect the thermodynamic phase of the cloud. I
guess Polarstern might have measurements of this. The increase in moisture would be
the most important effect on cloud properties, but aerosols might not be negligible.
Reply: Aerosols in fact have been observed during MOSAiC. In particular samples of icenucleating particles (INP) have been collected during MOSAiC. (Creamean et al., 2022),showing that INP concentration are found to be persistent among the months fromOctover to April mainly between the range of temperatures from -25°C to -15°C(Creamean et al., 2022) , with higher INP amount sampled during periods with high leadoccurrence and wind speeds above 5 m s⁻¹. Therefore , as highlighted by (Creamean etal., 2022) the high fractional occurrence of ice in clouds below 3km (low-level clouds) inwinter implies that observed small INPs could serve as important role in cloud iceformation. However due to the fact that the surface is predominantly frozen the localsource of INPs is locally limited. Thus, it is plausible to support the hypothesis that leadsplay an important role as sources of sea spray by windy conditions during the wintertime.We consider that the sea ice leads as sources of INP like sea-spray can be advectedalong the WVT, and therefore included in our analysis as part of the coupled/decoupledclassification. However, since no continues INP sampling has been performed, wecannot separate our dataset based on INP concentration.

Minor comments:
1. Title: I do not like the term "Asymmetries" because it emphasizes more a difference than
an asymmetry. Also, I found that this term is more associated with geographical
differences, but that may be just me, but I recommend changing the title.
Reply: Thank you for the comment. We use the term Asymmetries to emphasizes thedifferences found between coupled and decoupled clouds at different sea ice leadfraction states. Therefore it is highlighted that the methodology for coupling the sea iceleads with the clouds via the WVT mechanism, proposed in the manuscript, has
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uncovered asymmetries in the statistical distributions of coupled and decoupled clouds.In other words, if the methodology presented were able to produce symmetriccoupled/decoupled distributions then the conclusion would be that sea ice leads coupledto clouds via WVT have no effect on the cloud properties.
2. Abstract: There is a lot of technical details in the abstract that could be removed here.

Reply: Thank you for the suggestion, the abstract has been simplified.
3. Line 42: We usually refer to the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen process. Then the citation
Wegener 1911 could be addedReply: Thank you for notice that. We refer now as the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisenprocess and the citation has been updated.

4. Wegener, A. (1911). Thermodynamik der atmosphäre. JA BarthReply: Thank you for the information, the citation has been updated.
5. Line 118: “We note that leads…” Do the authors mean that in this situation the leads are
considered to be sea ice? If so, I wonder if they quantify the error from this.Reply: This has been reported by (Rückert et al., 2023) during warm air intrusions (WAI)in April 2020 where thin ice hampers some sea ice concentration retrieval methods. Onereason to use the merged MODIS-AMSR2 SIC product is to circumvent this problemsince the MODIS sensor is sensitive to thermal emission thus not affected by the thin iceevents. The estimate error can be observed in the manuscript’s appendix Figure C1where the April WAI events overestimate sea ice openings up to 15%. The Sentinel 1Alead fraction product is based on the divergence/convergence of the sea ice, thereforenot sensitive to thin ice but rather to the relative movement of the sea ice.
Line 160: “described as following”, at first, I thought the authors were explaining the
identification of sea ice leads, but they are describing the potential influence of leads on
cloud properties. I suggest changing the sentence.Reply: The identification of sea ice leads has been extensively explained by (vonAlbedyll et al., 2021) and it is not within the scope of the manuscript. In line 160 we weredescribing the methodology used to link the sea ice leads with the clouds via the watervapour transport. The sentence has been simplified and adapted to highlight this (nowLine 165) “The conceptual model proposed to identify the influence of sea ice leads on
the cloud properties observed aloft the RV Polarstern ’s central observatory is depicted
in Fig. 4 and described as following:”

6. Line 166: The acronym CO is confusing because it is already used for coupled. Perhaps
it is not necessary to have an acronym for Central Observatory since it is not used that
often.Reply: Thank you for the suggestion, CO has now been dismissed as acronym in themanuscript.

7. l. 180: are of having -> are havingReply: Thanks you for the correction, it has been amended.
8. l.190: “meaning the lidar signal is attenuated by low-level liquid clouds”, I am not sure I
understand. Does this mean that the algorithm does not detect the low level cloud, but
the signal is attenuated by the cloud and therefore the measurements are biased? Have
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the authors quantified the effect on the results?Reply: This means the lidar is mostly attenuated by detecting the lowest liquid cloud.Cloudnet will classify this lowest cloud as pure liquid or mixed-phase cloud, but in casea second layer of mixed-phase cloud is present above then Cloudnet is not able toclassify it as mixed-phase since no information from the lidar is available due to thesignal attenuation. This is a well-known limitation of classification algorithms based onradar-lidar synergy. For our analysis we consider only one single cloud layer, and basedon our statistical results we found that coupled clouds are mostly low-level cloudstherefore less likely to be affected by the limitation of the Cloudnet classification due tolidar signal attenuation. Moreover, a recent algorithm development by Schimmel et al.,2022) has demonstrated that this issue can be improved by exploiting the informationfrom cloud radar Doppler spectra. Application of this technique to the MOSAiC datahowever requires further data analysis and will be considered for future work, which wasindicated at the end of the Discussion and Outlook section, now in Lines 524-526 in theupdated manuscript.
9. l. 201: The constant g appears in equation 1, so it should be defined there.Reply: Thanks for noticing this, constant g is now described after equation 1.
10. l. 273: CMLH of below -> CMLH or belowReply: Thanks for pointing out the error, this has been corrected.
11. l. 277: to be take -> to beReply: Thanks for pointing out the error, this has been corrected.
12. l. 332: “clear”, I would be careful with the term "clear" because some points are not
within 3 sigma. Also from Figure 8, I wonder how the fit is done.Reply: Thank you for the comment, “clear” has been deleted. The fit is done by using apower relationship between LWP and LF, i.e. LWP = a*LFb , with a and b fitting constant.This has only been done to highlight the relationship found within variables and notimplying a physical law that link these two properties. Same for the fit in manuscript’sFigure 11.

13. l. 347: “Figure 8 … -10˚ C km-1” I am not sure I understand the sentence, can the
authors rephrase it?Reply: We apologize for the confuse phrasing. The sentence has been simplified andrephrased as “Figure 8 (d) indicates that Γcloud is often close to the moist adiabatic lapse-rate 6.5 °C km⁻¹ (dashed horizontal line in Fig. 8(d) ). The negative Γcloud valuesrepresent cases with a temperature increase within cloud layer or inversion at cloud top”.

14. Figure 11 caption: the subscripts (c) and (d) are not correct.Reply: Thank you for noticing this. It has been corrected.
15. Section 5 Conclusion and Outlook: What is missing is a discussion section where the
various results are summarized. This is done in Figure 4, but I would go a bit further
before the conclusions. I do not think much is needed, but just highlighting what the
results bring to the model would be enough.Reply: A paragraph has been added after the list of conclusion points at the Discussionsection: “The findings presented here can be used as valuable constrains to evaluatecloud microphysical parameterizations for the Arctic system. The different features on ice
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water fraction χice found when coupled and decoupled cases as a function of cloud toptemperature are analyzed is a result that deserves to be deeply investigated byvalidating it with long-term observations but also by a better understanding of themodel's cloud physic that can lead to explain the finding.”
16. l. 559: WVF -> Do you mean WVT?
Reply: Thank you for notice this. It has been corrected.
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